Cross-talk of healthy and impaired human tissues for dissection of disease pathogenesis.
Systemic diseases affect multiple tissues that interact with each other within a network difficult to explore at the body level. However, understanding the interdependences between tissues could be of high relevance for drug target identification, especially at the first stages of disease development. In vitro systems have the advantages of accessibility to measurements and precise controllability of culture conditions, but currently have limitations in mimicking human in vivo systemic tissue response. In this work, we present an in vitro model of cross-talk between an ex vivo culture of adipose tissue from an obese donor and a skeletal muscle in vitro model from a healthy donor. This is relevant to understand type 2 diabetes mellitus pathogenesis, as obesity is one of its main risk factors. The human adipose tissue biopsy was maintained as a three-dimensional culture for 48 h. Its conditioned culture medium was used to stimulate a human skeletal muscle-on-chip, developed by differentiating primary cells of a patient's biopsy under topological cues and molecular self-regulation. This system has been characterized to demonstrate its ability to mimic important features of the normal skeletal muscle response in vivo. We then found that the conditioned medium from a diseased adipose tissue is able to perturb the normal insulin sensitivity of a healthy skeletal muscle, as reported in the early stages of diabetes onset. In perspective, this work represents an important step toward the development of technological platforms that allow to study and dissect the systemic interaction between unhealthy and healthy tissues in vitro. © 2018 American Institute of Chemical Engineers Biotechnol. Prog., 35: e2766, 2019.